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1. INTRODUCTION
Linear homogeneous difference equations play an important role in the
mathematical models of systems which we often come across in various
branches of engineering. Closed form solutions of such equations with
constant coefficients are well known. In case of equations with variable
coefficients, the closed form solution of the first order equation is known
w x1, 2 . However, for second or higher order equations, if one of the
solutions is known, then any other linearly independent solution can be
obtained in closed form in terms of the known solution using the Casoratian
 . w xWronskian in discrete domain 1, 3, 4 .
In this paper we present a complete closed form solution of a second
order linear homogeneous difference equation with variable coefficients.
Both the linearly independent solutions are expressed solely in terms of
the coefficients. From the solution, we also obtain expressions for cos nu
 . ? @and sin n q 1 ursin u as polynomials of degree nr2 in cos u .
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SECOND ORDER DIFFERENCE EQUATION 33
We start by introducing two sets and examining their properties which
 .are relevant to our investigation. Define a set S L, U of q-tuples ofq
natural numbers, where q, L, U g N, as
 4S L, U J L, L q 1, . . . , U if U G L and q s 1, 1a .  .q
 4J k , . . . , k : k , . . . , k g L, L q 1, . . . , U ;  .1 q 1 q
k y k G 2 for l s 2, . . . , q4l ly1
U y L q 2
if U G L q 2 and 2 F q F , 1b .
2
J B otherwise, 1c .
 .and a set T L, U asq
T L, U J S L, U if U G L and q s 1, 2a .  .  .q 1
J k , . . . , k : k , . . . , k g S L, U ; .  .  .1 q 1 q q
k y k F U y L y 14q 1
U y L q 1
if U G L q 3 and 2 F q F , 2b .
2
J B otherwise. 2c .
PROPOSITION 1. For n G 2, q G 2,
T 1, n s S 2, n j k , k , . . . , k : .  .   .q q 1 2 q
k s 1; k , . . . , k g S 3, n y 1 . 3 .  .4 .1 2 q qy1
? @  .Proof. If either n s 2, 3, q G 2 or n G 4, q ) nr2 , then Eq. 3 holds
trivially.
? @  .For n G 4, 2 F q F nr2 , we have from 2
 4T 1, n s k , . . . , k : k , . . . , k g 1, . . . , n ; .   .q 1 q 1 q
k y k G 2 for l s 2, . . . , q ; k y k F n y 2 . 4 .4l ly1 q 1
This expression can be written as the union of two disjoint sets, one
containing q-tuples with k / 1 and the other containing q-tuples with1
 .  .k s 1, which we denote as T 1, n and T 1, n , respectively. Thus1 q q0 1
T 1, n s T 1, n j T 1, n , 5 .  .  .  .q q q0 1
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where
 4T 1, n s k , . . . , k : k , . . . , k g 2, . . . , n ; k y k G 2 .   .q 1 q 1 q l ly10
for l s 2, . . . , q ; k y k F n y 2 ,4q 1
 4T 1, n s k , . . . , k : k s 1; k , . . . , k g 2, . . . , n ; k y k G 2 .   .q 1 q 1 2 q l ly11
for l s 2, . . . , q ; k y k F n y 2 . 6 .4q 1
 .  4In the set T 1, n , since k , . . . , k g 2, . . . , n , the inequality k y k Fq 1 q q 10
n y 2 is already satisfied and need not be imposed as an additional
  ..constraint, implying from 1
T 1, n s S 2, n . 7 .  .  .q q0
 .In the set T 1, n , since k s 1, we have k y 1 F 2 and k y 1 F n y 2,q 1 2 q1
 4implying k , . . . , k g 3, . . . , n y 1 , and therefore2 q
T 1, n s k , k , . . . , k : k s 1; k , . . . , k g S 3, n y 1 . .  . 4 .  .q 1 2 q 1 2 q qy11
8 .
 .  .  .  .Combining Eqs. 5 , 7 , and 8 , we get 3 .
? . @PROPOSITION 2. For U G L, 1 F q F U y L q 2 r2 ,
U y L y q q 2
S L, U s . 9 .  .q  /q
 .Proof. From 1 , for U G L, we have
U y L y 1 q 2S L, U s U y L q 1 s , 10 .  .1  /1
 .which satisfies 9 for q s 1.
? . @Now, for U G L q 2, 2 F q F U y L q 2 r2 , we get
 4S 1, U y L q 1 s k , . . . , k : k , . . . , k g 1, . . . , n ; .   .q 1 q 1 q
k y k G 2 for l s 2, . . . , q ,4l ly1
s k y L y 1 , . . . , k y L y 1 : .  .  .1 q
k , . . . , k g S L, U , 11 .  . . 41 q q
which implies
S 1, U y L q 1 s S L, U . 12 .  .  .q q
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 .  .Consider a q-tuple k , . . . , k g S 1, U y L q 1 . Let1 q q
x s k ,1 1
x s k y k y 1 for l s 2, . . . , q , 13 .l l ly1
x s U y L q 2 y k . .qq1 q
 .  .Then, from 11 and 13 ,
x q x q ??? qx s U y L y q q 3, x G 1 for l s 1, . . . , q q 1.1 2 qq1 l
14 .
 . <  . <From 13 , we can also say that S 1, U y L q 1 equals the number ofq
 .solutions of system 14 , so that
U y L y q q 2
S 1, U y L q 1 s . 15 .  .q  /q
 .  .  .Combining Eqs. 12 and 15 , we get 9 .
? @PROPOSITION 3. For n G 2, 1 F q F nr2 ,
n y q y 1n y q
T 1, n s q . 16 .  .q  /q  /q y 1
 .Proof. Equation 2 gives, for n G 2,
n y 1 n y 2T 1, n s n s q . 17 .  .1  /  /1 0
 .Thus 16 is valid for q s 1.
? @From Proposition 1, we have, for n G 4, 2 F q F nr2 ,
T 1, n s S 2, n q S 3, n y 1 . 18 .  .  .  .q q qy1
But Proposition 2 gives
n y qn y 2 y q q 2 .S 2, n s s , .q  / / qq
19 .
n y q y 1n y 4 y q y 1 q 2 .  .
S 3, n y 1 s s . .qy1  / / q y 1q y 1
 .  .  .Combining Eqs. 18 and 19 , we get 16 .
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PROPOSITION 4. For U G L, q G 2,
S L, U q 1 s S L, U j k , . . . , k , k : k s U q 1; .  .   .q q 1 qy1 q q
k , . . . , k g S L, U y 1 . 20 .  .4 .1 qy1 qy1
? . @Proof. If either U s L, q G 2 or U G L q 1, q ) U y L q 3 r2 ,
 .then Eq. 20 holds trivially.
? . @  .For U G L q 1, 2 F q F U y L q 3 r2 , we get, from 1 ,
 4S L, U q 1 s k , . . . , k : k , . . . , k g L, L q 1, . . . , U q 1 ; .   .q 1 q 1 q
k y k G 2 for l s 2, . . . , q . 21 .4l ly1
 .The right hand side of 21 can be expressed as the union of two disjoint
sets, one containing q-tuples with k / U q 1 and the other contain-q
 .ing q-tuples with k s U q 1, which we denote as S L, U q 1 andq q0
 .S L, U q 1 , respectively. Thereforeq1
S L, U q 1 s S L, U q 1 j S L, U q 1 , 22 .  .  .  .q q q0 1
where
 4S L, U q 1 s k , . . . , k : k , . . . , k g L, L q 1, . . . , U : .   .q 1 q 1 q0
k y k G 2 for l s 2, . . . , q ,4l ly1
S L, U q 1 s k , . . . , k : k s U q 1; .   .q 1 q q1
 4k , . . . , k g L, L q 1, . . . , U ;1 qy1
k y k G 2 for l s 2, . . . , q . 23 .4l ly1
 .It is clear from 1 that
S L, U q 1 s S L, U . 24 .  .  .q q0
 .In the set S L, U q 1 , since k s U q 1, we have U q 1 y k G 2,q q qy11
 4which implies k , . . . , k g L, L q 1, . . . , U y 1 . Therefore1 qy1
S L, U q 1 s k , . . . , k , k : k s U q 1; .   .q 1 qy1 q q1
k , . . . , k g S L, U y 1 . 25 .  .4 .1 qy1 qy1
 .  .  .  .Combining Eqs. 22 , 24 , and 25 , we get 20 .
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2. SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENCE EQUATION
Consider the second order linear homogeneous difference equation
y s yA y y B y , n G 1 26 .nq2 n nq1 n n
with integral index n, variable complex coefficients A and B , B / 0,n n n
and complex initial values y , y . Define1 2
Bk
s J , for k G 2, 27a .k A Aky1 k
and
B1
s n J . 27b .  .1 A An 1
 .PROPOSITION 5. The solution of difference equation 26 with initial
¨alues y , y is1 2
y s C y q D y , n G 2, 28 .n ny2 2 ny2 1
where
C s 1, C s yA , 29a .0 1 1
D s 0, D s yB , D s B A , 29b .0 1 1 2 1 2
and
n




1 q y1 s ??? s .  .  k k0 qy1 /qs1  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, n0 qy1 q
for n G 2, 30a .
nq1D s y1 B A ??? A .  .n 1 2 n
=
? . @nq1 r2
qy1 q y1 s ??? s .  .  k k1 qy1 /qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 3, n1 qy1 qy1
for n G 3, 30b .
 .  .  .where S L, U is defined by 1 , and s is defined by 27a .q k
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Proof. The proof of this proposition will be divided into three parts.
 .First, we note that the solution of difference equation 26 with initial
 . w x  .values y , y always takes the form 28 1 . In addition, from 28 , we get,1 2
for n G 2,
C s yA C y B C , 31a .n n ny1 n ny2
D s yA D y B D , 31b .n n ny1 n ny2
that is, y s C and y s D are two solutions of difference equationn ny2 n ny2
 .  .26 for n G 4. Now, from 26 , we have
y s 1. y q 0. y ,2 2 1
y s yA y y B y , 32 .3 1 2 1 1
 .which implies, from 28 , that
C s 1, C s yA ,0 1 1
33 .
D s 0, D s yB ,0 1 1
 .and, using 31b , we obtain
D s yA D y B D s B A . 34 .2 2 1 2 0 1 2
 .  .  .From 33 and 34 , it is clear that 29 holds. It can be further shown using
 .  .31 and 27a that
C s A A y B s A A 1 y s , .2 1 2 2 1 2 2
35a .
C s yA A A q B A q A B s yA A A 1 y s y s , .3 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 3 2 3
D s yB A A q B B3 1 2 3 1 3
s B A A y1 q s , .1 2 3 3
D s B A A A y B B A y B A B4 1 2 3 4 1 3 4 1 2 4
35b .
s yB A A A y1 q s q s , .1 2 3 4 3 4
 .  .which establishes the validity of Eq. 30a for n s 2, 3 and of 30b for
n s 3, 4.
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 .  .Next, we prove the validity of Eq. 30a . For n G 3, let Eq. 30a hold for
 .C and C . Then, from 31a ,n ny1
C s yA C y B Cnq1 nq1 n nq1 ny1
nq1s y1 A ??? A .  .1 nq1
? @nr2
q
= 1 q y1 s ??? s .  .  k k0 qy1 /qs1  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, n0 qy1 q
nq1y y1 A ??? A B .  .1 ny1 nq1
? . @ny1 r2
q
= 1 q y1 s ??? s . .  .  k k0 qy1 /qs1  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, ny10 qy1 q
36 .
 .  .But, in the second term of the right hand side of 36 , we have, from 27a ,
Bnq1
A ??? A B s A ??? A s A ??? A s . .  .  .1 ny1 nq1 1 nq1 1 nq1 nq1A An nq1
37 .
 .  .Using 37 , we rewrite 36 as
nq1C s y1 A ??? A .  .nq1 1 nq1
? @nr2
q
= 1 q y1 s ??? s y s .  .  k k nq10 qy1 qs1  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, n0 qy1 q
? . @ny1 r2
qy y1 s ??? s s . 38 .  . .  k k nq10 qy1 /qs1  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, ny10 qy1 q
Changing the index q in the second summation term of the right hand side
 . ? . @ ? . @of 38 to q y 1, and using the fact that n q 1 r2 s n y 1 r2 q 1, we
get
nq1C s y1 A ??? A .  .nq1 1 nq1
? @nr2nq1
q
= 1 y s q y1 s ??? s .  .  k k k0 0 qy1 k s2 qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, n0 0 qy1 q
? . @nq1 r2
qq y1 s ??? s s . 39 .  . .  k k nq10 qy2 /qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, ny10 qy2 qy1
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Now
n¡ if n is even,n q 1 2~s 40 .n2 q 1 if n is odd.¢ 2
 .  .  .If n is odd, by 1 , S 2, n s S 2, n s B. Then, using Propo-?nq1.r2 @ ? n r2 @q1
sition 4, we get
S 2, n q 1 s S 2, n j k , . . . , k , k : k s n q 1; .  .   .q q 0 qy1 q qy1
k , . . . , k g S 2, n y 1 , 41 .  .4 .0 qy2 qy1
? . @  .for q s 2, . . . , n q 1 r2 . Combining summation terms of Eq. 39 using
 .  .40 and 41 , we get
nq1C s y1 A ??? A .  .nq1 1 nq1
=
? . @nq1 r2
q
1 q y1 s ??? s , .  .  k k0 qy1 /qs1  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, nq10 qy1 q
42 .
 .  .which agrees with Eq. 30a . By mathematical induction, Eq. 30a is valid
for all n G 2.
 .  .Finally, we prove the validity of Eq. 30b . For n G 4, let Eq. 30b hold
 .  .for D and D . Then, from 31b and 27a , we getn ny1
D s yA D y B Dnq1 nq1 n nq1 ny1
nq2s y1 B A ??? A .  .1 2 nq1
=
? . @nq1 r2
qy1 q y1 s ??? s .  .  k k1 qy1 qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 3, n1 qy1 qy1
? @nr2
qqs y y1 s ??? s s . 43 .  . . nq1 k k nq11 qy1 /qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 3, ny11 qy1 qy1
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Changing the index q in the second summation term of the right hand side
 . ? . @ ? @of 43 to q y 1, and using the fact that n q 2 r2 s nr2 q 1, we get
nq1
nq2D s y1 B A ??? A y1 q s .  . nq1 1 2 nq1 k1 k s31
? . @nq1 r2
qq y1 s ??? s .  .  k k1 qy1
qs3  .  .k , . . . , k gS 3, n1 qy1 q
? . @nq2 r2
qq y1 s ??? s s . 44 .  . .  k k nq11 qy2 /qs3  .  .k , . . . , k gS 3, ny11 qy2 qy2
Now
n q 1¡
if n is odd,n q 2 2~s 45 .n q 12
q 1 if n is even.¢ 2
 .  .  .If n is even, by 1 , S 3, n s S 3, n s B. Then, using?nq2.r2 @y1 ?nq1.r2 @
Proposition 4, we get
S 3, n q 1 s S 3, n j k , . . . , k , k : k s n q 1; .  .   .qy1 qy1 1 qy1 q qy1
k , . . . , k g S 3, n y 1 , 46 .  .4 .1 qy2 qy2
? . @  .for q s 3, . . . , n q 2 r2 . Combining summation terms of Eq. 44 using
 .  .45 and 46 , we get
nq2D s y1 B A ??? A .  .nq1 1 2 nq1
=
? . @nq2 r2
qy1 q y1 s ??? s , .  .  k k1 qy1 /qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 3, nq11 qy1 qy1
47 .
 .  .which agrees with Eq. 30b . By mathematical induction, Eq. 30b is valid
for all n G 3.
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PROPOSITION 6. For n G 1, the ordered complex matrix product
C DyA yB yA yB yA yB n nn n ny1 ny1 1 1??? s ,
C D1 0 1 0 1 0 ny1 ny1
48 .
 .  .  .  .where C and D are gi¨ en by 29a , 30a and 29b , 30b , respecti¨ ely.n n
 .Proof. The difference equation 26 with initial values y , y can be1 2
written as
y yyA yBnq2 nq1n ns , n G 1. 49 .y ynq1 n1 0
Therefore
y yyA yB yA yB yA yBnq2 2n n ny1 ny1 1 1s ??? ,y ynq1 11 0 1 0 1 0
n G 1. 50 .
 .But, from Eq. 28 in Proposition 5,
C Dy yn nnq2 2s , n G 1. 51 .y yC Dnq1 1ny1 ny1
 .  .  .From 50 and 51 , we get 48 .
 .PROPOSITION 7. The difference equation 26 has two linearly independent
solutions: y s C and y s D , n G 2, where C and D are gi¨ en byn ny2 n ny2 n n
 .  .  .  .29a , 30a and 29b , 30b , respecti¨ ely.
Proof. From Proposition 5, it is clear that y s C and y s Dn ny2 n ny2
 .are two solutions of difference equation 26 for n G 2. The Casoratian of
 4  4the two sequences C and D , n G 2, is given by the determinantny2 ny2
w x1, 3
C D C Dny2 ny2 ny1 ny1s y
C D C Dny1 ny1 ny2 ny2
yA yB yA yBny1 ny1 1 1s ydet ??? 51 0 1 0
ny1
s y B / 0, 52 . nyk
ks1
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 4using Proposition 6 and the fact that B , . . . , B / 0. Therefore C1 ny1 ny2
 4and D are linearly independent sequences, which implies that y sny2 n
C and y s D are two linearly independent solutions of the differ-ny2 n ny2
ence equation.
3. THE COSINE AND SINE FORMULAE
 .In this section we obtain expressions for cos nu and sin n q 1 ursin u
as polynomials in cos u . To get the cosine formula, we first obtain an
expression for the trace of the matrix product of Proposition 6.
PROPOSITION 8. For n G 2,
yA yB yA yB yA yBn n ny1 ny1 1 1trace ??? 51 0 1 0 1 0




1 q y1 s ??? s , 53 .  . .  k k0 qy1 /qs1  .  .k , . . . , k gT 1, n0 qy1 q
 .  .  .  .where T L, U is defined by 2 , s is defined by 27a , and s s s n sq k 1 1
 .B rA A as in 27b .1 n 1
Proof. Let
yA yB yA yB yA yBn n ny1 ny1 1 1E J ??? . 54 .n  51 0 1 0 1 0
From Proposition 6, we have
 4trace E s C q D , n G 1. 55 .n n ny1
Now, from Proposition 5, we get
 4trace E s C q D s A A y B y B2 2 1 1 2 2 1
s A A 1 y s y s 2 , . .1 2 2 1
 4trace E s C q D s yA A A q B A q A B q B A3 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2
56 .
s yA A A 1 y s y s y s 3 , . .1 2 3 2 3 1
 .which satisfy 53 for n s 2, 3.
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For n G 4, Proposition 5 gives
n
n 4trace E s y1 A ??? A 1 y s .  . n 1 n k 0 k s20
? @nr2
qq y1 s ??? s .  .  k k0 qy1
qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 2, n0 qy1 q
? @nr2
qys q y1 s s ??? s , 57 .  . . 1 1 k k1 qy1 /qs2  .  .k , . . . , k gS 3, ny11 qy1 qy1
 .  .where s s s n s B rA A . By combining summation terms of Eq. 571 1 1 n 1
 .using Proposition 1, we obtain 53 .
A special case of Proposition 8, when all the matrices are equal, gives
the cosine formula.
PROPOSITION 9. For n G 2 and real u ,
? @nr21 n q n y q
cos nu s 2 cos u q y1 .  .  /q2 qs1
n y q y 1 ny2 qq 2 cos u . 58 .  . / 5q y 1
Proof. Substituting
B
A s A s ??? s A , B s B s ??? s B , s s s s ??? s s s1 n 1 n 1 n 2A
59 .
in Proposition 8 and using Proposition 3, we obtain
nyA yBtrace  51 0
? @nr2 n y q y 1n q n y qn qs y1 A 1 q y1 q s 60 .  .  .  /q  / 5q y 1
qs1
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for n G 2. Consider the case when A and B are real, with A2 F 4B. Then
nyA yBtrace  51 0
n n1r2 1r22 2w x w xyA y A y 4B yA q A y 4B
s q /  /2 2
nn n 1r2s y1 A s .  .
=
n n1r2 1r21 1 1 1
q j 1 y q y j 1 y ,1r2 1r2 5 /  /4s 4s2s 2s
61 .
 .1r2where j s y1 . Substituting
1 A
cos u s s , 62 .1r2 1r22s 2 B
 .Eq. 61 can be rewritten as
n 2 cos nunyA yB ntrace s y1 A . 63 .  .n 51 0 2 cos u .
 .  .  .  .Combining Eqs. 60 , 62 , and 63 , we get 58 .
The sine formula is obtained by observing the solution presented in
Proposition 5 for the special case when the coefficients are constant.
PROPOSITION 10. For n G 1 and real u ,
? @nr2sin n q 1 u . q n y q ny2 qs y1 2 cos u . 64 .  .  .  /qsin u qs0
 .Proof. It is clear that Eq. 64 holds for n s 1. Substituting
B
A s A s ??? s A , B s B s ??? s B , s s s s ??? s s s1 n 1 n 2 n 2A
65 .
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 .in Eq. 30a of Proposition 5 and using Proposition 2, we obtain, for n G 2,
? @nr2
n q n y qn qC s y1 A 1 q y1 s . 66 .  .  .n  /q 5
qs1
 .However, for n G 2, the solution of difference equation 26 with initial
 .values y , y under constraint 65 can also be given by1 2
nq11r22w xy1 yA y A y 4B
y snq2 1r22  /2w xA y 4B
nq11r22w xyA q A y 4B
y y2 /2
n1r22w xB yA y A y 4B
q 1r22  /2w xA y 4B
n1r22w xyA q A y 4B
y y1 /2
n nq11r21r2yAs 1 1 .
s q j 1 y1r2 1r2 /4s2sw x2 j 1 y 1r4s
nq11r21 1
y y j 1 y y21r2 /4s2s
nnq1 1r21r2yAs 1 1 .
y q j 1 y1r2 1r2 /4s2sw x2 j 1 y 1r4s
n1r21 1
y y j 1 y y . 67 .11r2 /4s2s
But, by Proposition 5,
y s C y q D y . 68 .nq2 n 2 n 1
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In the case when A and B are real, with A2 F 4B, we substitute
1
cos u s 69 .1r22s
 .  .  .in 67 , and compare 67 with 68 to get
n ny1 A sin n q 1 u .  .
C s . 70 .nn sin u2 cos u .
 .  .  .  .Combining Eqs. 66 , 69 , and 70 , we obtain 64 .
Note that Propositions 9 and 10 can alternatively be proved directly by
the method of mathematical induction.
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